Sector San Juan is notifying all facilities and vessels in the Captain of the Port zone that the Captain of the Port has set, and anticipates setting the following Port Conditions in the San Juan area of responsibility (AOR) due to the pending arrival of TROPICAL STORM OMAR.

PORT CONDITION YANKEE is set throughout the AOR.

In PORT CONDITION YANKEE, ports are closed to inbound traffic, all vessels greater than 200 GT without permission to remain in port should have departed.

The COTP anticipates setting PORT CONDITION ZULU as follows:

For ports on the PR south coast (Ponce to Yabucoa) and St. Croix: 0400 15 OCT
For ports in St. Thomas/St John: 0500 15 OCT
For ports on the PR north coast (San Juan to Fajardo): 0900 15 OCT

In PORT CONDITION YANKEE, all port operations shall be suspended.

The following ports will remain at PORT CONDITION YANKEE:

Arecibo, Mayaguez, Guanica, Tallaboa, and Guayanilla.

Questions or comments regarding this bulletin should be directed to the Sector San Juan Command Center at 787-289-2041.
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